THEOREM 1. Let Vbea vector subspace of Der(i£) which is p-convex, and let F=$(V). Then Der(K/F) = V, which implies that every pconvex subspace of Der(K) is automatically a restricted Lie subring of Der(K). Conversely, if Fis a subfield ofK containing
K p , then Der(K/F) is p-convex.
PROOF. Let \(EDer(K/F).
Take any element x of K. If x is in F % then X(ac)=0=/x(x) for any juGF. Suppose that x is not in F. Let E x = K p (x). Then V restricted to E x must be a nonzero vector subspace of D(E X , K), the set of all derivations of E x into K. Denote by
. This shows that \=fx on E x for some JU£ V. Therefore, in either case, we have X=/*+(/x -X)(EV+H X , which proves the first assertion. Now let ^bea subfield of K containing K*. Let \&() x (Der(K/F)+H s ). Then for every xÇ£K, there exists an element fx of Der(K/F) such that X(*) =/*(*)• UxGF, we have /*(*) = 0, so that XG Der(K/F). This proves the second assertion.
Note that any restricted Lie subring D of Der(K) of finite dimension over K is automatically ^-convex. This follows from the second half of Theorem 1 and the fact that D = Der(K/$(£>)). However, this is not true in general for infinite dimensional restricted Lie subrings. THEOREM REMARK. After finishing this note, the author has been informed that Gerstenhaber [3 ] has proved that the closedness with respect to the Krull topology, together with the notion of restricted subspace, characterizes the subspace Der(K/F) of Der(i£).
Suppose that K over F is infinite and purely inseparable of exponent one. Then there exists an infinite dimensional restricted Lie subring Do of Der(X) which is not p-convex.

